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Selena’s bust was
significantly smaller
back in February

Busty
babe

Selena proudly
displayed her chest
during a girls’
night out last
week.
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Our insider says
Selena’s next goal
is a butt lift – all
for Justin.
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‘BOLT-ONS’
ARE BACK!

Selena goes from B to
DD to win back her ex
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Despite sweat stains
indicating a hot day,
Selena’s nipples
appear rather alert –
suggesting artificial
enhancement

he petite starlet was grinning
from ear to ear when she
stepped out in New York last
week. But a very revealing top
ensured it wasn’t Selena Gomez’s
beautiful smile we were looking at
– all eyes were on her generously
proportioned bosom!
Something you’d like to get off
your chest, Sel?
With not a bra in sight to suggest
a push-up, her larger-than-life
breasts have prompted whispers
Selena’s taken drastic measures to
try and win back her on-off beau
Justin Bieber.
Indeed, Sydney plastic surgeon
Dr Laith Barnouti has reviewed the
new pics of Selena, who turns 22 next
week, and says her extreme cleavage
is the result of implants placed above
the pectoral muscle – commonly
referred to as ‘bolt-ons’.
“You can see the sharp edge of the
implant,” he confirms, estimating
the now-buxom brunette’s upgraded
her a B-cup to a double-D.
And while we’re all for Selena owning it
when it comes to her own body, her
motivation is worrying – we hear she’s
been toying with the idea of a boob job for
ages in order to please Justin!
“He’s always admitted to being
a ‘boob man’ and dropped hint after hint
to Selena about going under the knife,”
spills our exclusive insider.
“It’s pretty gross, but that’s the type
of guy he is and the tragedy is that he
mesmerises Selena.”
Of course, while the pair officially split
in November 2012, their on-again, offagain shenanigans have kept us – and the
rest of the world – captivated ever since.
But despite reuniting with Sel last
month for a series of dates, bad boy Biebs,
20, has shocked fans by getting cosy with
a number of beautiful – not to mention
voluptuous! – women.
As well as reportedly cuddling up to
Hollywood stunner Sophia Bush, 32, at
his manager Scooter Braun’s wedding,
JB’s been spotted in some rather loveydovey snaps on model Yovanna Ventura’s
Instagram account – where the 24-yearold dubs him the “sweetest guy ever”.
Plus, last month rumours circulated
that he’d indulged in a threesome after
Chantel Jeffries – his rather busty
long-time friend – posted a suggestive
pic showing the singer snuggled up
between herself and another gal pal.
No wonder Selena’s feeling insecure!
But it seems JB himself has previously
suggested that his on-off girlfriend isn’t
aware of her natural beauty.
“What makes you so beautiful is that
you dont know how beautiful you are...
to me,” he tweeted back in 2011 during
Jelena’s heyday.
Sadly, we hear Biebs is happy to
sow his oats for now, whereas
everything Selena does – including her
apparent bust boost – is in the hope of
a future with Justin.
But if you ask us, Selena’s perfect just
the way she is! n

Victoria Beckham was once queen of the
‘bolt-ons’, but Posh ditched her DD-cup
implants in 2009 – still, boobs à la
Beckham appear to be back in a big way!
“There certainly has been an increase in
patients requesting larger-sized implants,”
says cosmetic surgeon Dr Daniel Kwok from
The Cosmetic Institute in Sydney.
“The obvious, fuller style is coming
back into fashion.”
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Word is Miranda
Kerr plumped
up her A-cups
by two sizes
post-split.

Af ter

Naya

She denies it,
but Naya Rivera
is said to have
gone from a
B- to a D-cup.

Nicole

Nicole Kidman
was suspiciously
chesty in
Melbourne last
month.

Taylor

We hear Taylor
Swift subtly
boosted her
bust from an
A- to a B-cup.
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